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10) their fierce fighting skills and strong social bonds help to protect zebras from
predators, which include lions , leopards , hyenas and cheetahs. when under threat,
these awesome animals form a semi-circle facing the attacker, and prepare to strike

if need be. and if one of the group is wounded or injured, other zebras will circle
around and attempt to drive off the hungry attacker. all for one and one for all! 4)

so why do zebras have stripes well, scientists arent entirely sure. their stripes
perhaps serve to dazzle and confuse predators and biting insects, or to control the
animals body heat. because each individuals stripes are unique, their stripes may

also have a social purpose, helping zebras to recognise one other. so inspiring is the
whole experience of discovering zebra2 that the manual (which has been critised by
some) works, quite rightly, more as a great reference point as you venture through
this sonic jungle. ha! i reviewed zebra in 2007 and criticised the documentation as
well as the presets. since then the manual has been completely rewritten, and the

presets have been retired/replaced.. ;-) i have been using the u-he zebra 2 for a
long time, and these days i am spending more time with dark zebra. i really like the
feel of the interface, and the presets are just awesome. there are some really great
sounding patches (and some patches that really need help) with a lot of different

styles (rock, orchestral, tech, trance, etc.). in addition, there are some patches that
are not worth downloading. it's like spending time with a friend that doesn't know

how to finish a sentence.
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the zebra (equus burchelli) is one of the most recognisable african
mammals. the typical zebra is one of the largest wild mammals in the

world, with males standing up to 1.6 metres (5ft) tall at the shoulder and
weighing about 550 kilograms (1,200lbs). zebra are native to sub-saharan

africa and are primarily found in savannah woodland and grassland
habitats. zebra are known to communicate with one another by making
audible clicks and a variety of sounds, and also by using visual signals

such as waving of the tail and ears. although they are known to be a herd
animal, they do not form a cohesive social group. the zebra (equus

burchelli) is one of the most recognisable african mammals. the typical
zebra is one of the largest wild mammals in the world, with males

standing up to 1.6 metres (5ft) tall at the shoulder and weighing about
550 kilograms (1,200lbs). zebra are native to sub-saharan africa and are
primarily found in savannah woodland and grassland habitats. zebra are
known to communicate with one another by making audible clicks and a
variety of sounds, and also by using visual signals such as waving of the
tail and ears. well, you absolutely made the right decision then. you've

just ensured yourself a long winter with a fat grin. not only do you have a
deep synthesizer in your possession, you have a deep and active zebra

user community and lots of freely available and commercial patch banks
at your fingertips (check the official kvr u-he forums). check out u-he's
youtube profile while you're at it. there are tonnes of excellent official

pointer videos for consumption. enjoy your striped synth-beast.
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